Minutes  
DSD Reform (Use of Force/IA Action Team)  
March 1, 2016, 3:00pm – 5:00pm  
Location: Webb Building-Room 4.G.4

Present:
D/S Carla Tatum  
Lisa Calderon  
Jennifer Jacobson  
Chief Gary Wilson  
Capt Shane Grannum  
Jess Vigil  
Armando Saldate III  
Major Jodi Blair  
Chief Connie Coyle  
Chief Elias Diggins  
Capt Jaime Kafati  
Major Kelly Bruning  
Major Rick Guerrero  
Rick Stubbs  
Sgt Michael Jordan  
William Thomas  
Wendy Shea  
Major Bryan Moore  
Shannon Elwell  
Matt Buttice  
Nick Mitchell

Agenda:
1. Approval of minutes from January 19th meeting  
2. Explanation of Al LaCabe’s role going forward  
3. Discussion of implementation plans  
4. New Use of Force Policy  
5. Sub-group meetings

Discussion:
The minutes from the January 19, 2016 meeting were approved by the Team.

Nick Mitchell announced that Al LaCabe will not be in attendance at any team meetings due to health issues, but that he is seeking adaptive technology to allow him to continue to be involved in the reform efforts.

Matt Buttice distributed the OIR feedback to the sub-group leaders and asked that they incorporate the suggestions into implementation plan revisions to be submitted to him by March 4th.

Nick emphasized the importance of finalizing the UOF Policy prior to the March 21st training.

Rick Stubbs and Wendy Shea discussed concepts regarding tactics and de-escalation, the Reasonable and Necessary standard regarding uses of force, and planned course of action for imminent events.

Team members met in sub-groups.

Action Items:
Next Meeting: March 8, 2016 (3:00pm – 5:00pm)  
Webb Building-Room 4.G.4